1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

[@ASW011C27] studied the estimation of the size of spherical corpuscles found in anatomical samples of tissues in organs such as the spleen, thymus and pancreas. The samples were prepared by thin cross-sections of tissues and circular profiles of the corpuscles were observed. Wicksell identified two statistical challenges: an indirect measurement problem and a sampling bias problem, which will be described in detail in §[2](#s2){ref-type="sec"}. He proposed a mathematical formulation of the problem where the distribution of spherical radii of interest and the distribution of two-dimensional observations are related through an Abel-type integral equation. However, the problem is considered to be ill-posed because a naive estimator defined by plugging in the empirical distribution of observations is often badly behaved, as illustrated in Fig.[1](#ASW011F1){ref-type="fig"}a.
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The Wicksell corpuscle problem has numerous applications because there are many practical situations that involve indirect measurement of three-dimensional objects. Although recent technological advancements have opened the possibility of direct three-dimensional measurements, indirect measurements from lower dimensions are still widely used for practical reasons. A comparison of radii distribution of particles from two-dimensional and three-dimensional measurements of nickel-based superalloy Inconel 100 was considered in [@ASW011C20]. Using different technologies, it is now possible to combine observations from different dimensions to improve estimation accuracy.

The statistical literature on one-sample estimation of the corpuscle problem is vast; see [@ASW011C4] for a comprehensive review. It mainly considers one-sample estimation with two-dimensional observations, and many statistical and numerical procedures have been developed to overcome the ill-posed nature of the problem. For example, [@ASW011C10], [@ASW011C21] and [@ASW011C8] considered kernel smoothing methods, [@ASW011C18] studied a spline-based method, [@ASW011C2] proposed a wavelet method, and [@ASW011C9] considered an isotonized estimator. Many other statistical and numerical methods are surveyed in [@ASW011C4], who comment that no method has clear advantages. While each method has distinctive merits in one-sample estimation, those methods typically regularize estimators obtained from an Abel-type integral equation, and such a representation is not readily extended to multiple samples.

We study maximum likelihood estimation in the multisample problem, where observations are collected from a combination of one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional observations. Direct maximization of the likelihood function is intractable, and we will present an EM algorithm to combine three-sample observations, with special cases yielding new two-sample and one-sample estimators. In one-sample Wicksell problems, [@ASW011C25], [@ASW011C29] and [@ASW011C19] developed EM-type algorithms, but their approaches differ from the proposed method in key aspects. First, all three papers considered a categorical data model, discretizing the domain of interest into finite number of bins and applying the EM algorithm for categorical data ([@ASW011C14], Ch. 13). To reduce the arbitrariness of binning, they considered smoothing after each iteration. In contrast, our method does not require binning and smoothing, estimating the distribution function directly. Also, our method does not require numerical inversion of a discretized Abel-type integral equation. As a by-product, the algorithm also ensures that the resulting nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator is monotone, as shown in Fig.[1](#ASW011F1){ref-type="fig"}b.

2.. Notations and problem formulation {#s2}
=====================================

Suppose that spherical particles of different radii are randomly distributed in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathbb {R}^3$\end{document}$, where the centres of the spheres are distributed according to a stationary spatial Poisson process. While the Poisson process assumption is imposed in most statistical papers, it can be relaxed, as discussed in §[3](#s3){ref-type="sec"}. We are interested in estimating the distribution function of the radii of the particles, which is assumed to have a finite second moment and a density function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Suppose, in addition, that we sample using a one-dimensional linear probe. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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While direct maximization of ([2](#ASW011M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) appears to be intractable, we capitalize on a subtle difference between the indirect measurement and the sampling bias problems to derive an EM algorithm for nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation.

3.. Maximum likelihood estimation and the EM algorithm {#s3}
======================================================

To shed light on how to perform maximum likelihood estimation for this problem, we first suppose we can observe the radii $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the Appendix, we show that the loglikelihood function is strictly concave, and thus has a unique maximizer $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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While the Poisson assumption was employed in the original derivation of [@ASW011C27] and has been assumed in most subsequent statistical papers, the core of Wicksell\'s solution, the Abel-type integral ([1](#ASW011M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) which represents the combination of both the measurement and the sampling bias problems, can be developed in more general settings. [@ASW011C17] showed that ([1](#ASW011M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be derived when the centres of the spheres follow stationary point processes. This allows the case where overlapping spheres are removed ([@ASW011C3]) and the remaining spheres are weakly correlated. [@ASW011C12] showed that ([1](#ASW011M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can be derived when the non-overlapping spheres are assumed to be deterministic, but the location of the planar probe is random. Under these assumptions, the measurement and the sampling bias problems remain the same as in Wicksell\'s original problem, so the proposed method still maximizes the likelihood function ([2](#ASW011M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which is an independence likelihood ([@ASW011C13]) when the spheres are correlated. In one-sample problems, [@ASW011C11] showed that certain maximum independence likelihood estimators are asymptotically normal when the spheres are weakly correlated. Simulations were conducted to evaluate the proposed method when the Poisson assumption is violated; see §[6.1](#s6a){ref-type="sec"}. Remark 1.Spherical assumptions are common in stereology. The sensitivity of the deviation from the random spheres approximation was examined in [@ASW011C1], who concluded that the approximation is quite reliable. For particles with random shape, there is no general relationship relating to the size distribution of three-dimensional particles and two-dimension sections. Our method can be generalized to some particular cases, such as ellipsoids, where an explicit relationship between the sizes of three-dimensional particles and two-dimensional sections is available.

4.. Extension to ellipsoids {#s4}
===========================

Although widely studied, the original Wicksell problem only considers univariate size distributions with a constant spherical shape. For particles with variation in both shape and size, it is desirable to estimate the joint distribution of a size and a shape measure. A useful model is the ellipsoid model, which has been studied since [@ASW011C28] under independence between size and shape, while [@ASW011C5] studied a general mathematical formulation. Although the problem is much more complicated than the spherical case, two-dimensional indirect observations of three-dimensional ellipsoids are subject to the same statistical problems, so the proposed EM algorithm for spheres can be extended to ellipsoids. To illustrate the ideas, we first consider the case where we only have two-dimensional indirect observations. As discussed in [@ASW011C5], one cannot nonparametrically identify the joint distribution of axes of a triaxial ellipsoid. Instead, one can only identify the joint distribution of the major semiaxes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In an EM algorithm, the E-step can be constructed by considering the sampling conditional density of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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5.. Connections to multiplicative censoring {#s5}
===========================================

[@ASW011C23] and [@ASW011C24] considered the following multiplicative censoring problem. They assumed that two independent samples are available: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The multiple corpuscle problem can be viewed as the following multiplicative censoring problem, with independent three-dimensional observations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The connection to the multiplicative censoring problem of [@ASW011C23] explains the similarities as well as the differences between the proposed EM algorithm and that of [@ASW011C23]. In comparison to Vardi\'s E-step, which assigns weights to the censored observations according to the conditional density of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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6.. Numerical examples {#s6}
======================

6.1.. Simulations {#s6a}
-----------------

We conducted numerical studies to examine the finite sample properties of the estimators proposed in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Pointwise performance of the proposed 3-sample estimator for various sample sizes
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Table [2](#ASW011TB2){ref-type="table"} compares estimators using observations from different samples. We compared the three-sample estimator given in §[3](#s3){ref-type="sec"}, with two-sample and one-sample estimators which are special cases of the proposed method, with the empirical distribution function using only three-dimensional observations. Compared to the estimator using observations from three-dimensional data only, inclusion of additional samples improved estimation efficiencies while the small sample bias was unaffected. The small sample bias and variability both increased when information from three-dimensional data were not used.
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Pointwise performance of the estimators using observations from different samples
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Next, we study the performance of the estimators when the Poisson process assumption is violated. To generate a weakly correlated population of spheres, we follow a model of [@ASW011C3], where spheres are sequentially generated and a sphere is removed if it overlaps with any existing spheres. The resulting process is a stationary marked point process and the spheres are weakly dependent. We study the performance of the estimators by varying the truncation fraction, that is, the fraction of spheres that are removed. Table [3](#ASW011TB3){ref-type="table"} shows that estimation bias increases slightly but the sampling variability remains similar when the degree of overlapping increases.

###### 

Pointwise performance of the estimators when the Poisson process assumption is violated
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We conducted further simulations to evaluate the rate of convergence of the estimators under the Poisson process assumption. We compared two scenarios: when only two-dimensional observations are available, and when 10$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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6.2.. Data analysis {#s6b}
-------------------

We applied the proposed method to estimate the diameter distribution of a nickel-based superalloy Inconel 100, using combined three-dimensional, two-dimensional and one-dimensional data derived from [@ASW011C20]. The two-dimensional and one-dimensional observations were obtained by planar and linear sections of the sample materials, and the three samples contain non-overlapping particles. The data contain 84 particles from four one-dimensional sections and 254 particles from a two-dimensional section. Since three-dimensional measurements are more costly to obtain, we included a sample of 120 particles from the three-dimensional observations for illustration.

![Distribution function estimates of the diameter of Inconel 100 particles. (a) Full support, (b) the lower tail of the distribution. Solid lines represent the proposed estimator, dashed lines represent the empirical distribution based on the two-dimensional sample, dotted lines represent the empirical distribution based on the three-dimensional sample.](asw01102){#ASW011F2}

The estimates of the cumulative distribution are shown in Fig. [2](#ASW011F2){ref-type="fig"}. Figure [2](#ASW011F2){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows the estimates for the full support of the diameter distribution. An empirical distribution from the two-dimensional sample overestimated the proportion of particles with small diameter, but not the upper tail of the diameter distribution. Figure [2](#ASW011F2){ref-type="fig"}(b) zooms into the lower tail of the distribution, where the empirical distribution of a two-dimensional sample is biased. The nonparametric maximum likelihood estimate based on the combined samples was nearly identical to the empirical distribution based on the three-dimensional observations for diameter less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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7.. Concluding remarks {#s7}
======================

The corpuscle problem also arises for objects in other than three dimensions. The mathematical formulation of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We have shown that the proposed EM algorithm converges to the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimate. We will study its large sample-properties in future research: the single-sample estimators based on three-dimensional, two-dimensional and one-dimensional observations have rates of convergence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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